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Supplementary Figures Legends

Supplemental Figure 1 Example of N-glycan isomeric separation by PGC and MSMS fragment-specific substructure diagnostic ions. A) Distinct PGC-LC elution pattern for α2,6 and α2,3 sialic acid and fragment-specific substructure diagnostic ions for core fucosylation and 6 arm composition. B) Fragment-specific substructure diagnostic ions for LacdiNac containing N-glycans. C) Fragment-specific substructure diagnostic ions for bisecting containing N-glycans. D) Fragment-specific substructure diagnostic ions for NeuGc containing N-glycans.

Supplementary Figure 2 Overview of the reproducibility of unique glycoform identified in the prostate tissue. A) Distribution of (number) and % of unique glycoforms identified across 10-100% of the 54 files. The numbers in parenthesis show the number of glycoforms. B) Distribution of (number) and % of unique glycoforms identified across 1-6 conditions (five Pca grades and BPH) is shown in the bar graph.
**Supplementary Tables Legends**

Supplemental Table SA: Clinical information of the patients included in the study

Supplementary Table SB: Overview of the raw files and search parameters.

Supplementary Table S1: N-glycome dataset of PCa and BPH tissues.

Supplementary Table S2: O-glycome dataset of PCa and BPH tissues.

Supplementary Table S3: Intact N-glycopeptide dataset of PCa and BPH tissues.

Supplementary Table S4: Intact O-glycopeptide dataset of PCa and BPH tissues.

Supplementary Table S5: De-N-glycopeptide dataset of PCa and BPH tissues.

Supplementary Table S6: Proteome dataset of PCa and BPH tissues.

Supplementary Table S7: Significant correlated intact N-glycopeptide with N-glycan structure.

Supplementary Table S8: Significant correlated intact O-glycopeptide with O-glycan structure.

**Supplementary Data Legends**

Supplementary Data S1: Spectra evidences for reduced N-glycans (alditols) released from PCa and BPH tissues

Supplementary Data S2: Spectra evidences for reduced O-glycans (alditols) released from PCa and BPH tissues
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